total population Ag. Panteleimonas in 2011: 42687
(estimation based on Elstat data from 1991 & 2001)

blocks: ± 360, of which 30 non-polykatoikia buildings
population per building block: ± 130
Design area

Ag. Panteleimonas

**Infrastructure**
- pedestrian & bike paths - phase 1
- pedestrian & bike paths - phase 2
- intersections
- intersection with city level
- secondary activated courtyard

**Interventions**
- collective intervention
- public facility in renovated building
- connection to courtyard
- city level intervention

**Connecting functions**
- market
- educational facility
Design area

**Infrastructure**
- pedestrian & bike paths - phase 1
- pedestrian & bike paths - phase 2
- intersections in other neighbourhoods
- intersection in neighbourhood

**Elements on the path**
- collective intervention
- public facility in renovated building
- connection to courtyard via left-over space
- city level facilities (fountain, bridge over railway & parking spots)
- market
- educational facility
- secondary activated courtyard
- NGO's & care institutions

**Additional connections**
- building to be renovated
- left-over space in between buildings
Agios Panteleimonas
Plan for the area

PLAN 1:1000

Marloes van der Pols
Graduation project Urban Asymmetries
07-11-2013
POLITICAL
pedestrian axis, market, café, eating & drinking facilities, extension of private space

ECONOMICAL
collective gardens, workspaces, experimental shops, education & training
PATH OF DIFFERENCES

CULTURAL
public spaces for larger area, small streets, art galleries, cinema, exhibitions, art class, handicrafts
Women's workspace
Ground Floor
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Marloes van der Pols
Graduation project Urban Asymmetries
07-11-2013
Community building
variation: women’s workspace

NORTH ELEVATION 1:100

Marloes van der Pols
Graduation project Urban Asymmetries
07-11-2013
Textile workshop - Agios Panteleimonas
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Marloes van der Pols
Graduation project Urban Asymmetries
07-11-2013